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Abstract—This work describes the motivation and method-
ology of a first-of-its-kind global survey of HPC centers ac-
tively employing Energy and Power Aware Scheduling and Re-
source Management solutions for their production systems. The
Energy-Efficient High-Performance-Computing Working-Group
(EE HPC WG) Energy and Power Aware Job Scheduling and
Resource Management (EPA JSRM) team conducted comprehen-
sive interviews over the course of 2016 and 2017. In this work,
we present the selection of participating sites, the motivation
behind the survey, a detailed description of the questionnaire,
and illustrate why getting a global view of the ongoing efforts is
a major step towards more efficient systems. Job Scheduling and
Resource Management is being tackled using new approaches
regarding Power and Energy and has important implications
for achievable center strategies. With this survey, we are laying
foundations necessary to give insights in how problems and
respective solutions are approached across sites and centers to
allow to identify differences, similarities, solutions, and possible
technology transfer across sites and centers. Upcoming work will
focus on the survey responses and the analysis thereof. At the
point of writing, the EPA JSRM team is in the major analysis
phase of the centers’ responses. By splitting the work in this
fashion we achieve increased clarity in presentation and have the
opportunity to generate more detailed analysis in benevolence of
the community and reader.

Index Terms—power, energy, performance, power-aware, com-
puting, scheduling

I. INTRODUCTION

The power and energy demands of high-performance com-

puting (HPC) centers are growing due to an increasing number

of systems on site, an increase in individual system size and

an increase in both the rate of change and magnitude of

system power fluctuations. With these factors in mind, the En-

ergy Efficient High-Performance Computing Working Group

(EE HPC WG) [15] assembled a team to investigate how HPC

centers are using energy and power aware job scheduling and

resource management capabilities. The EE HPC WG Energy

and Power Aware Job Scheduling and Resource Management

(EPA JSRM) team identified and surveyed major HPC sites

that have either actively deployed or are engaged in tech-

nology development with the intention to deploy large-scale

EPA JSRM technologies in a production environment.

With a geographically diverse high-performance-computing

landscape, the group tried to identify similarities and differ-

ences among the centers. The survey spans from motivation

to implementation, looking at system components impacted,

user interaction and level of automation of the solution. The

questions try to be comprehensive in nature and span a wide

range of information. The intent is to give a clear picture of

what exists and to allow for improved decision making for

other centers when trying to advance or introduce EPA JSRM

solutions.

Each of the surveyed sites is unique in terms of funding

structure, geographical as well as geopolitical situation. The

combination of these factors has a strong impact on the

possibilities and approaches the sites are willing to take and

can take. Without such a survey, the agendas and conclusions

that can be drawn stay hidden.

The survey conducted does not advocate a definite way for

how HPC centers should approach energy management from a

job scheduling and resource management standpoint, but rather

gives a comprehensive overview on information provided by

centers actively pursuing this approach in production sites

backed by technology, research efforts and collaborations.

With a broad interest in EPA solutions, a lot of research

is conducted and published in this area whereas, in contrast,

publications are rare about technology that makes it into

real production systems. Since the technologies deployed in

production systems are mature, relevant research questions

should already be answered by then. There may, however, still

be opportunities for research and the results of this survey

may be of interest to the research and academic community.

Understanding what is used and tried in production, and why,

is a valuable point of information, to drive future directions.

Active vendor engagement is apparent in EPA solutions as

well, since energy efficiency is a key concern. Most HPC

centers are concerned with operational costs and energy ef-

ficiency and some even have a broader focus on sustainability.
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A lot of vendors try to incorporate EPA solutions into at

least part of their current portfolio, all emphasizing different

aspects. With funding agencies trying to keep low operational

expenses, the introduction of limits to power and energy

consumption is sometimes even labeled with a strict number.

This can be seen by initial exascale system forecasts, as well as

current and upcoming procurement announcements. To a lesser

degree, this already started to become apparent in the petascale

procurements (e.g. [31]). All these factors show a heightened

interest in EPA solutions in general, and with EPA JSRM in

particular.

To provide a context for the motivation of the EPA JSRM

Team, a similar analysis done by the EE HPC WG in different

subfields should be highlighted. To better understand the

interaction of electrical grid integration and supercomputing

centers, Bates et al. [6] carried out an analysis of anticipated

usage patterns of supercomputing centers and how these can

be safely integrated into power grid management for better

cost and risk management. The paper highlighted possible

partnerships and interactions of Electricity Service Providers

(ESPs) and Supercomputing Centers (SCs). An extension to

the European area was conducted in a subsequent study by

Patki et al. [36], focused on the similarities and differences

of Electricity Service Provider-Supercomputing Center (ESP-

SC) relationship based on the geographic locations in Europe

and the United States. The focus of the cited work is again

the interaction of demand management and SC coordination,

showing potentials, but also necessary regulatory and techno-

logical steps.

The focus of this work is on steps and technological

advances and approaches taken by the supercomputing cen-

ters for job scheduling and resource management systems to

monitor, control and steer power and energy consumption at

the SCs.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Sec-

tion II introduces a detailed insight on the motivation of the

EE HPC WG EPA JSRM team on the topic and why the

survey was conducted. Section III gives an insight on selection

criteria, the sites selected, and the selection process, to clarify

representation. Section IV is the second main focus of this

paper highlighting the questions posed and explaining the

reasoning behind these. Section V links the planned next steps

of the EE HPC WG for analysis and gives a short synopsis

of the centers activities. Section VI gives a short overview of

related work to make clear how to position this work in the

literature. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper.

II. MOTIVATION FOR THE SURVEY

The investigations of SCs and their ESPs in both the

United States and Europe suggested that fine and course

grained power management as well as job scheduling were

approaches that sites might use to manage their power in

response to requests from their electricity service providers [6].

In response to this insight and a general recognition of a strong

interest in predicting and managing power usage for HPC data

centers for many reasons, the EE HPC WG has formed an

EPA JSRM team. It is recognized that lessons learned and best

practices are being gained in sites that have deployed energy

aware resource management and job scheduling software that

relies on power monitoring hardware. This team is chartered

to capture those lessons and best practices.

A. Job Schedulers and Resource Manager

Throughout this paper we refer to two types of system

software that we specifically define here. Job schedulers allow

high-performance computing users to efficiently share the

computing resources that comprise an HPC system. Users

submit batch jobs into one or more batch queues that are

defined within the job scheduler. The job scheduler examines

the overall set of pending work waiting to run on the computer

and makes decisions about which jobs to place next onto the

computational nodes within the computer. Generally speaking,

the job scheduler attempts to optimize some characteristic

such as overall system utilization or fast access to resources

for some subset of batch jobs within the computing center’s

overall workload. The various queues that are defined within

the job scheduler may be designated as having higher or

lower priorities and may be restricted to some subset of the

center’s users, thus allowing the job scheduler to understand

distinctions of importance of certain jobs within the overall

workflow.

To carry out its work, a job scheduler typically interacts

with one or more resource managers. A resource manager is a

piece of system software that has privileged ability to control

various resources within a datacenter. These resources can

include things such as the physical nodes that make up a high-

performance computer’s computational resources; disks, disk

channels, or burst buffer hardware that comprise I/O resources;

or network interfaces, network channels, or switches that

comprise interconnect resources. For example, a job scheduler

might use resource management software to configure the

processing cores, memory, disk, and networking resources

within one or more computational nodes in accordance with

the requested resources for a specific batch job prior to

launching that job onto the allocated computational nodes.

Finally, in some cases, resource management software might

have the ability to actuate pieces of the physical plant that

are responsible for delivering electricity to the datacenter or

cooling the datacenter.

This paper considers the synthesized use of job schedulers

and resource managers to provide energy and power aware

job scheduling and resource management capabilities within a

high-performance computing datacenter. Figure 1 presents an

overview of the different components that may participate in

such a solution. As shown, depending on the complexity of

the implementation, the tasks of an EPA JSRM solution can

be divided into four functional categories - the monitoring and

control of energy/power consumed by the resources, and their

availability. Energy/Power ‘monitoring’ techniques comple-

ment traditional resource management of processors, memory,

nodes, disks, and networks. The ‘control’ of energy/power is

heavily dependent on telemetry sensors that are responsible
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Fig. 1. Interactions among multiple components that make up a typical EPA JSRM (Energy and Power Aware Job Scheduling and Resource Management)
solution.

for constantly monitoring the activity of the system resources.

Examples of such control techniques could range from simple

human-controlled actuation of processor dynamic voltage and

frequency settings to reduce power to much more complex

scenarios where the job scheduler has detailed historical

knowledge of job characteristics and schedules multiple jobs

simultaneously in a way that optimizes for certain energy-

or power-specific objectives. Because system-wide software

agents like the job scheduler have access to details of a

supercomputing center’s entire workload, and can potentially

apply advanced data analytics to the problem, they have the

potential for improving the energy and power consumption

of supercomputers in ways that are unlikely to be possible

for human-controlled processes. Accordingly, we expect that

a trend in coming years will be to have system-wide techniques

play an increasing role in these endeavors. Due to the previous

absence of a general overview of EPA solutions employed,

actual usage and benefits were only known within individual

centers.

B. New dedicated EPA JSRM team.

In mid-2016, the EE HPC WG formed a team focused on

energy and power management through the use of job schedul-

ing, resource management, and associated tools. The Energy

and Power Aware Job Scheduling and Resource Management

(EPA JSRM) team is comprised of approximately 70 members

from supercomputing centers, various academic and laboratory

research centers, and the vendor community, particularly fo-

cusing on job scheduling and resource management software

vendors and system integrators. Most of the members are from

North America and Europe, however there are members from

Asia as well.

During its work, the team identified a number of su-

percomputing centers that have developed, or are currently

developing, technologies that use EPA JSRM techniques on

one or more large-scale systems. Overall, eleven sites were

identified and nine sites agreed to participate in a survey

that asked questions about each site’s supercomputer instal-

lation, typical utilization metrics and the types of jobs the

site typically runs, and details of the use of EPA JSRM

techniques employed by the site. After examining responses

to the survey questionnaire from each site, a three-person sub-

team interviewed personnel from the site to clarify details in

their written survey responses or to ask for further technical

details of responses that seemed especially noteworthy. The

goal is to present a high-level evaluation of these survey

responses, including unique characteristics of individual sites

as well as common characteristics across sites. Based on this

evaluation, the objective is to present recommendations for

system software researchers and scheduler vendors who are

working in this area in an effort to help guide these endeavors.

III. CENTER SELECTION

In this section we describe the requirements that were used

to identify which centers to target in our survey. A three-part

test was utilized:

1) The center should be representative of a high performance

computing center and have at least one system that is
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in the Top500 list of fastest compute systems in the

world [42].

2) The center should have either actively deployed or are

engaged in technology development with the intention to

deploy large-scale EPA JSRM technologies in a produc-

tion environment.

3) The center’s leadership was willing to participate and

openly talk about their efforts in the area.

With this criteria, the diverse membership of the

EE HPC WG and the broader HPC community was consulted

to identify canidate centers to target. Item 2 of the selection

criteria was one of the main elimination factors for the survey.

Many of the sites identified were conducting exploratory

research activities, but had not yet deployed anything in

production and had no expectation to do so in the near

future. Ultimately, a list of eleven centers was identified. To

the best of our knowledge, this list comprised the entire set

of supercomputing centers meeting our criteria, however the

EE HPC WG team is always open to including additional sites

based on feedback. The team contacted each of the eleven

centers, of which nine elected to participate in the survey.
The centers interviewed were:

1) RIKEN, Japan

2) Tokyo Institute of Technology, Japan

3) CEA, France

4) KAUST, Saudi Arabia

5) LRZ, Germany

6) STFC, United Kingdom

7) Trinity (LANL+Sandia), United States

8) CINECA, Italy

9) JCAHPC, Japan

These span the geographic regions of Asia, Europe and

the United States. The centers span academic institutions and

national research laboratories with different foci. The differ-

ences also become apparent in funding strategy and sources,

energy billing, energy service provider environment, but also

geographic and thus thermal environment. The geographic

location of the centers can be seen in Figure 2.
After identification of the participants, the interviews of the

sites themselves spanned eleven months from initial request

to final review of the responses (September 2016 to August

2017).

IV. DESCRIPTION OF QUESTIONNAIRE

This section describes the rationale behind the choice of the

questions designed for the survey. In addition to getting a high-

level overview of each center’s EPA JSRM solution, the goal

was also to obtain a deeper understanding of the technical,

engineering, management, and logistic decisions that drive

these efforts. The following is the full listing of the complete

questions:

Q1: What motivated your site’s development and implementa-

tion of energy or power aware job scheduling or resource

management capabilities?

Q2: Please describe your data center and major high-

performance computing system or systems where energy

or power aware job scheduling and resource management

capabilities have been deployed in a way that covers some

or all of the following points of interest.

(a) Total site power budget or capacity in watts.

(b) Total site cooling capacity.

(c) Major high-performance computing system or sys-

tems in terms related to: number of cabinets, nodes,

and cores; peak performance; node architecture, high-

speed network type, memory; peak, average, and idle

power draw.

Other information to help describe site/system level

drivers for energy or power aware job scheduling and

resource management.

Q3: Describe the general workload on your high-performance

computing system or systems. Specifically, any or all of

the following would be useful:

(a) What is running right now, or what does a typical

snapshot look like? How many jobs are running?

What sizes are these jobs? Generally how long do

jobs run?

(b) What does the backlog of queued jobs look like? How

many jobs are currently waiting? What are the sizes

of waiting jobs? How long will they run?

(c) What is the throughput of your system? Approxi-

mately how many jobs per month?

(d) In simple terms, describe your main scheduling goal.

Possible examples of scheduling goals might include

priority, turn-around time, fairness, efficiency, or sys-

tem utilization. What percentage of your systems

use would you consider to be capability (using the

maximum computing power to solve a single large

problem in the shortest amount of time) or capacity

(using efficient cost-effective computing power to

solve a few somewhat large problems or many small

problems)?

(e) If you have statistical information available, what is

the minimum, median, maximum, and 10th, 25th,

75th, and 90th percentile job size and wallclock time?

Q4: Describe the energy and power aware job scheduling

and resource management capabilities of your large-scale

high-performance computing system or systems.

Q5: List and briefly describe all of the elements that comprise

your energy and power aware job scheduling and resource

management capabilities.

(a) Include an implementation time component to your

answer (this is, when was it implemented?).

(b) Are these elements commercially available supported

products?

(c) Has there been much non-portable/non-product work

done to implement your capabilities?

Q6: Do you have application/task level joint optimization,

such as topology-aware task allocation, as a way of

directly improving energy consumption or indirectly im-

proving energy consumption (for example, by improving

application performance, resulting in reduced wallclock
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Fig. 2. Map of the geographic location of the particiapting centers. [27]

time)? Did you engage software development commu-

nities to improve your energy and power aware job

scheduling and resource management solution for this

capability?

Q7: How well does your solution work? What are the ad-

vantages and disadvantages of your implementation? De-

scribe any results, benefits, or unintended consequences

of your implementation.

Q8: What are the next steps for the energy or power aware

job scheduling and resource management capability you

have developed?

(a) Do you intend to continue site development and/or

product deployment?

(b) Will your planned next steps drive new requirements

in procurement documents, NRE funding, etc.?

In the following we go into the rationale of the questions.

The purpose of the first question is to determine each center’s

motivations behind pursuing energy and power aware job

scheduling and resource management in an attempt to identify

motives common among multiple centers. The purpose of

the second and third questions is to determine each center’s

hardware environment (question 2) and the typical workloads

running on that hardware (question 3). Any energy and power

aware job scheduling and resource management approach

needs to take into consideration the hardware and workload

characteristics of the given center, so understanding these

characteristics is critical for evaluating each center’s approach.

Similarly, question 4 and question 5 ask about details of each

center’s EPA JSRM solution, including asking sub-questions

that focus on whether the solution is built using vendor-

supplied elements and/or elements that have been created

custom by the center. Question 4 is the specific point of

the questionnaire while question 5 seeks to identify (1) how

involved vendors are in helping centers build EPA JSRM

solutions, and (2) how heavily centers are using one-off

homegrown control systems that might be interesting to study

in more detail. Similarly, question 6 asks about very advanced

job scheduling techniques such as topology-aware placement

of a job’s processing elements onto computational resources.

A positive response to this question would likely indicate a

very high level of sophistication in EPA JSRM techniques that

would definitely be interesting to report about in this paper.

Further, such sophisticated techniques would likely involve

at least some understanding of each application’s internal

structure and, therefore, require assistance from application

developers. The question specifically asks whether such inter-

action takes place within each center. Finally, the motivation

behind question 7 and question 8 are to get a qualitative

assessment of each center’s EPA JSRM solution as well as

potential next steps. Each center is the subject matter expert

for their unique solution, so allowing the center an opportunity

to openly assess the efficacy of the solution is important.

The answers were first requested in written form and then

followed up by a telephone interview to clarify answers and get

deeper insight into the responses. This was especially impor-

tant when sites answered widely different, omitted responses

or were going into extensive detail. The total number of pages

for responses ranged from 8 to 17 pages per center.

V. PRELUDE TO SURVEY ANALYSIS

In this section we describe a high level summary of the

answers given by the HPC centers.
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This section presents a high-level summary of the site

responses to the survey, categorized into capabilities that

each site is considering in the context of research, technol-

ogy development with the intent to eventually deploy into

production, and those that are actively deployed into each

site’s production computing environment. Due to the selection

process described above, some sites may not have research or

technology development efforts, however all sites have some

type of production deployment of energy and power aware job

scheduling and resource management in place.

The summary of the answers shown in Tables I and II

provide a short overview of the activities at the interviewed

centers. This work will be followed by an in-depth analysis

of the interviews, going into detail in regards to their solu-

tions, the similarities, and applicability. The reader should

be reminded that the in depth analysis of the survey is not

the primary focus of the work at hand. As mentioned in

the abstract this division of scope allows for more in depth

coverage of the results.

It should be mentioned that the undertaking of the survey

was also presented as a poster submission at SC18 [27].

Additionally a short insight into points from Question 4 were

given in an invited article by Siddhartha Jana on the insideHPC

website [26]. The full analysis will be synthesised from the raw

material of the interview and whitepaper [16] in an upcoming

document with consensus of the EE HPC WG EPA JSRM

team, as soon as the full analysis is finished.

VI. RELATED WORK

Solutions for Energy and Power Aware Job Scheduling and

Resource Management have been approached from several

sides, the related work section will look at Academic Research

Projects. There are also solutions provided by vendors, but

these will not be reviewed in this paper.

Several research avenues have been explored in order to

curtail the power and energy consumption of HPC systems.

TABLE I
PART 1 OF THE SUMMARY OF THE ANSWERS FROM EACH CENTER.

Center Research Activities Technology Development with Intent to Deploy Production Development

RIKEN
Integrating job scheduler info with
decision to use grid vs. gas turbine
energy

Power-aware job scheduling for Post-K, with
Fujitsu

3 days for large jobs each month
Automated emergency job killing if power
limit exceeded
Pre-run estimate of power usage of each job,
based on temperature

Tokyo Tech Activities to facilitate Production
Development

Inter-system power capping. TSUBAME2 and
TSUBAME3 will need to share the facility
power budget.

Resource manager dynamically boots or
shuts down nodes to stay under power cap
(summer only, enforced over ˜ 30 min win-
dow). Interacts with job scheduler to avoid
killing jobs. NEC implemented, works co-
operatively with PBS Pro.
Resource manager shuts down nodes that
have been idle for a long time.
Uses virtual machines to split compute
nodes. (Complicates physical node shut-
down.)

CEA

Analyze collected power and energy
info archived long term and use for
EPA scheduling

Gives users mark on how well they used power
and energy

Energy use provided to users at end of every
job

Investigating how to use and apply
mpi_yield_when_idle

Together with BULL developing power adaptive
scheduling in SLURM

Manually shutting down nodes to shift po-
wer budget between systems

Investigating with BULL power cap-
ping and DVFS

Developing ’layout logic’ in SLURM, be able to
tell what PDUs/Chillers a node or rack depends
on and avoid scheduling jobs on them when
maintenance

KAUST
Monitoring and managing power us-
age under data center power and
cooling limits

Analyzing and detecting most power hungry
applications in production. Developing optimal
power limit constraint strategy for users on
Shaheen Cray XC40, while maintaining several
HPC systems in production (BG/P and clusters)

Static power capping via Cray CAPMC.
30% of nodes run uncapped, 70% run with
270 W power cap.
Using SLURM Dynamic Power Manage-
ment (SDPM) that interfaces with Cray
CAPMC (KAUST worked with SchedMD
to develop SDPM)

LRZ

Investigating merging SLURM and
GEOPM for system energy & power
control.

Working on adding energy-aware scheduling ca-
pabilities to SLURM, similar to what they have
with LoadLeveler today.

First time new app runs: characterized for
frequency, runtime and energy.

Investigating scheduling for power in-
stead of energy

Administrator selects job scheduling goal,
energy to solution or best performance.

Linking job scheduler with IT in-
frastructure + cooling; scheduler may
delay jobs when IT infrastructure is
particularly inefficient

LRZ worked with IBM on energy-aware
scheduling support in LoadLeveler, now
ported to LSF.
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TABLE II
PART 2 OF THE SUMMARY OF THE ANSWERS FROM EACH CENTER.

Center Research Activities Technology Development with Intent to Deploy Production Development

STFC

IBM/LSF energy-aware scheduling is
experimented with on small-scale (360
node) system

Deployment of reporting tool for user power
consumption at the job level. (Fine as well as
coarse granularity)

Continuously collecting power and energy
system monitoring info, data center, ma-
chine, and job levels

Programmable interface (PowerAPI-
based) for application power measure-
ments of code segments (with inter-
face to JSRM)
Investigation of power aware poli-
cies using higher level abstract e.g.,
GEOPM and Job Scheduler.

LANL
+

Sandia

Analyzing power system monitor-
ing info to assess potential of EPA
scheduling, gather traces for evalu-
ating EPA approaches.

EPA job scheduling support developed with Adap-
tive Inc. for MOAB/Torque, interfaces with Cray
CAPMC and Power API. Trinity is now using
SLURM, but MOAB work remains available for
future use.

Cray CAPMC power capping infrastruc-
ture, out-of-band control, administrator
ability to set system-wide and node-level
power caps (available on all Cray XC
systems).Developed Power API implementation with Cray,

utilized by MOAB/Torque for EPA job scheduling.

CINECA

Scalable power monitoring, used to
predict per-job power use and used to
generate predictive models for node
power and temperature evolution (with
University of Bologna)

Developing together with E4 EPA job scheduling
support in SLURM. Also tracking EPA SLURM
work being done by BULL and SchedMD.

EPA job scheduling on Eurora system
(now decommissioned) using PBSPro,
collaboration with Altair

HCAHPC
(University
of Tsukuba

and the
University
of Tokyo)

Activities to facilitate Production
Development.

–

Ability to set power caps for groups of
nodes via the resource manager (Fujitsu
proprietary product)
Manual emergency response, admin sets
power cap.
Delivering post-job energy use reports to
users.

In the rest of this section we are going to present a brief

overview of the techniques found in the literature and current

state-of-the-art.
A detailed survey of the research on power management

techniques for high performance systems can be found in [12],

[30], [32]. As clearly pointed out by Hsu et al. [22], a change

of the current perspective is required: the focus must shift

from performance-based metrics (such as the performance-

power ration) to new ones which take into account different

aspects of the problem, i.e. integrating the notions of total cost

of ownership, productivity and reliability.
Several works aim at curbing the overall power consumption

at the supercomputer level., i.e. power capping. Sarood et al.

[38] describe an integer linear programming model to enforce

power capping in an HPC cluster through over-provisioning.

Their approach combines over-provisioning with a power-

aware scheduler. Mammela et al. [33] present an energy-aware

scheduler that turns off idle nodes every time the scheduler

detects that no activity can be scheduled for a sufficiently long

time on a certain node.
Many approaches take advantage of “moldable jobs”, i.e.,

jobs which can run with different configurations (number of

nodes, cores or threads) [5], [35], [37]. Given the current

power consumption and power budget, the best configuration

is chosen for each job before its start. Other authors tried to

exploit the power and performance variability among nodes

and components within the same system [25], [39].
Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) allows

one to exchange processor performance for lower power

consumption and has been explored as a means to increase the

supercomputer’s energy-efficiency [4], [20], [21]. However,

reducing the operating clock may increase the duration of

the applications which run on the now more energy efficient

resources [4], [20], [23]. Approaches to overcome this issue

take advantage of compute, memory, communication phases

[21] or heterogeneous nodes [20]. An extension of these

approaches into job scheduling is discussed by Etinski et

al. [18], [19], which extends the standard job scheduling

algorithm with power budgeting capability through DVFS.

An alternative to the direct control of frequency scaling

is Intel’s Running Average Power Limit (RAPL) [13], which

provides a software configurable and hardware enforced power

cap. Several works have combined Intel’s RAPL feature with

job scheduling algorithms [8], [17]. These approaches rely on

allocating a reduced power budget to each node and sockets.

Ellsworth et al. [17] dynamically share the budget between

nodes aiming to give more power to the nodes which run

critical jobs and processes.

An orthogonal approach to achieving a system level power

budget does not limit the performance of the processing

elements, but limits the jobs concurrently running on the

computational resources [9]–[11].

Other work focuses on minimizing the energy consumption

and/or the related energy costs [4], [7], [28], [29]. These

energy aware schedulers and resource managers act on the
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job execution order alone, without requiring any hardware

modification nor any change in the operational frequencies

of the computing nodes.

A very important aspect for energy and power aware job

schedulers and resource managers is knowledge of an appli-

cation’s features before its execution; this allows for the JSRM

technologies to make EPA informed decisions. Application

features may include the application’s tag, historical data and

model regression [40], user’s meta-information, such as a tag

identifying similar jobs [4], machine learning techniques and

job submission information [9], [41].

From the above discussion, we can see that in recent

years several techniques, algorithms and strategies have been

proposed in the state-of-the-art for energy and power aware

job schedulers and resource managers in the high performance

computing domain. The findings of the survey described in this

paper show early attempts at deploying EPA JSRM technolo-

gies on large scale production deployments in supercomputing

centers. Understanding this gap between research and current

practice trends can be very important in setting future research

agendas.

VII. NEXT STEPS IN SURVEY ANALYSIS

This paper presents an overview and initial summary of

a comprehensive survey of Energy and Power Aware Job

Scheduling and Resource Management techniques employed

in nine Top 500 high-performance computing centers in the

United States, Europe, and Asia. The paper explains the

center selection criteria and the specific questions asked during

the survey process along with the motivations behind these

questions.

Each center presents a unique combination of characteristics

related to funding structure, geopolitical situation, and geo-

graphic circumstances. Accordingly, each center approaches

EPA JSRM in a slightly different way. This paper presents a

prelude to the survey analysis, giving a general overview of

the techniques in research, deployment, and assessment toward

production.

The EE HPC WG EPA JSRM team is currently developing

a detailed analysis of the survey results. This analysis will not

only explore each site’s response to each question in greater

depth than the current paper, but will also identify common

themes in the responses as well as identify any particularly

noteworthy approaches or techniques employed at specific

sites.

Finally, since the EE HPC WG works within the broad high-

performance computing community, future work will seek to

identify general recommendations based on our observations

from the survey. We expect these recommendations to include

guidance to hardware and software vendors about potential

product features that would likely be useful to sites developing

EPA JSRM solutions. We also expect these recommendations

to include guidance to high-performance computing centers

regarding EPA JSRM tools and techniques that have been

particularly useful to contemporary centers.
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